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The issue of cost is never far from the minds of transport 

operators. In Webfleet Solutions research, when fleet 

managers were asked to name the top three issues they 

most wanted help with, the following led the poll: 

• Reducing fuel costs  

• Reducing maintenance costs  

• Extending the lifetime of vehicles 

Events such as the COVID-19 pandemic and increased 

economic instability have only heightened cost concerns 

for transport fleets. 

Just 32% of European transport operators expected their 

business revenue to grow in 2020, while 38% expected a 

decline in turnover compared to 2019.1

Frost & Sullivan’s recent report on the Connected Truck 

Telematics Market2 also saw cost-related issues high on 

the agenda.

Introduction 

of European 
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It’s clear: now, more than ever, transport operators need 

to carefully control the factors that impact their turnover.

This eBook puts the issue of transport costs under the 

microscope. It looks at how recent events have impacted 

activity and revenue for transport companies. It looks at 

the main factors that contribute to cost and how they 

are evolving. And it discusses the mobility solutions that 

transport companies can use to take action and bring 

costs under control. 

Connected truck telematics market: 
management’s top-of-mind issues

#1 • COVID-19 pandemic threatening global supply chains
• Global economic slowdown

#2 • Fuel price volatility
• Trade implications of Brexit driving up cost

#3 • Driver wages impacting total cost of ownership
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A challenging 
time 
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The importance of the transport sector has never 

been more starkly apparent than in 2020. At a greatly 

challenging time for all of us, transport companies 

were out on the road ensuring crucial goods, supplies 

and equipment got to their destinations. 

But the COVID-19 crisis has been extremely tough on 

transport operators. 

With restrictions on regional and international 

movement, the shutdown of businesses and the halting 

of much economic activity across many countries, 

there was an inevitable impact on fleet activity. 

To track precisely how fleet activity reacted to the 

restrictions, Webfleet Solutions collaborated with 

fellow global telematics leader Geotab to build the 

Commercial Mobility Recovery Dashboard. 

The results chart a week-to-week view of how 

changing measures affected companies’ ability to 

operate at normal levels. The following tables display 

the level of transport fleet activity in nine countries 

up to 30 July  2021. Please note that the major, one 

day dips in some of the graphs were caused by 

national holidays. 
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https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/lp/commercial-mobility-recovery-dashboard/
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The good news is that we see activity generally running 

stably, which some regions exceeding pre-COVID levels. 

Yet still, some need more time to recover.
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What’s more important is that these dips in fleet 

activity will translate into losses for transport 

companies worldwide. The International Road 

Transport Union (IRU) Intelligence Report estimated 

losses of 108 billion EUR in Europe, with a drop in 

annual turnover of 20%.3
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That puts reducing the cost of running a fleet high on 

the agenda for many companies in the sector. 

Many of the costs transport operators deal with, such as 

depreciation and road tax, are beyond a fleet manager’s 

control. But in other areas, you can take action. 

In this eBook, we’ll concentrate on costs, such as 

fuel, maintenance, repairs and tyres, that you can 

reduce with better management, better solutions or 

better hardware.

Fuel, driving behaviour, 
repairs, maintenance and 

tyres are all factors that a fleet 
manager can take action on to

reduce cost
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Repairs and 
maintenance: 
A complex cost 
with limited 
visibility
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Keeping your trucks in peak condition is essential 

for safety and compliance. It is also key to 

extending a vehicle’s lifetime, maintaining its value, 

avoiding downtime and, ultimately, reducing the 

cost of ownership. 

Yet studies suggest that many transport operators 

are taking risks with their maintenance. For example, 

a recent study in the UK and Ireland found almost 

40% of HGV drivers never do walk around checks 

on their vehicles at all, while another 16% said they 

rarely do so.4

Of course, maintenance also represents a cost in 

itself. So, there are two maintenance cost challenges: 

efficiently maintaining your fleet to extend its lifetime 

and controlling the amount you spend on doing so. 

A growing cost and a lack 
of visibility

In its study Re-evaluating the Total Cost of Truck 

Fleet Ownership, KPMG identified the increasing 

cost of maintenance as a key contributing factor 

towards the overall increasing cost of ownership 

for truck companies. As technology advances and 

the truck becomes a more sophisticated vehicle, 

maintaining it in peak condition also becomes more 

complex and expensive. 

Another factor is the driver shortage. Although 

COVID-19 saw the shortage of truck drivers in Europe 

fall significantly in 2020 (from 24% to just 7%), 

European companies expect a 17% shortfall in drivers 

in 2021.5 This is causing some operators to trust in less 

experienced drivers, resulting in less efficient driving 

and more wear and tear to the vehicle. 

More worryingly, KPMG found that fleet managers 

struggle to even estimate how much maintenance is 

costing them – just 32% said they could accurately 

provide figures for their maintenance costs.6
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Some of the factors that drive up  
repair and maintenance related costs

INEFFICIENT MAINTENANCE 
PROCESSES

Haphazard scheduling and inconsistent vehicle 

and tyre checks directly increase the likelihood 

of costly downtime and a greater spend on 

truck maintenance further down the line. 

UNSAFE DRIVING

Drivers taking risks, braking heavily, 

accelerating unnecessarily or behaving unsafely 

on the road will take its toll on various parts of 

your vehicle. Wear and tear builds up over time 

and leads to higher repair costs. 

LATE DETECTION OF DAMAGE

Even if you schedule regular maintenance 

checks, unless you have visibility over issues as 

soon as they emerge, there’s a risk small faults 

can be left to develop into major problems that 

require serious, high cost repairs.

LACK OF MAINTENANCE 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Some transport operators suffer either from 

not having adequate resources to handle the 

maintenance of their vehicles or tyres in-

house, or from outsourcing maintenance to an 

unreliable partner. 

TYRE LIFETIME

While replacing tyres will, at some point, be 

necessary for any vehicle owner, extending 

the lifetime of existing tyres will help lower the 

overall spend. 
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Fuel: A 
volatile and 
unavoidable 
cost
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HOW DO YOU TACKLE FUEL WASTAGE WITH 
REGARDS TO DRIVING BEHAVIOR?

Monitoring mileage
Training
Other way

49%

13%

38%

Telematics
Fuel cards
Fuel cards and telematics
Other way

HOW DO YOU TYPICALLY MONITOR LOST 
FUEL AND FUEL EFFICIENCY?

15%

33%

13%

39%

2020 began with a 17% dip in global oil prices. During 

the second half of the year, however, the cost of petrol 

generally stabilised and as of July 2021, prices rose 

further to match those in the peak of 2018.7

A recent study from Bloomberg rated 61 countries 

based on petrol affordability, defined as the 

percentage of a day’s wages in that country needed 

to buy a unit of petrol. Here’s where a selection of 

countries ranked.8

How are transport 
companies tackling fuel 
wastage? 

1. USA

8. Ireland

9. Canada

12. Norway

13. Denmark

15. Sweden 

17. Germany

18. Belgium

20. Netherlands

21. United Kingdom

23. France

27. Spain

30. Italy

40. Poland

41. Chile

47. Mexico

55. South Africa

Of course, you can’t influence the price of fuel. You 

can, however, influence certain factors that increase 

the amount you spend on fuelling your fleet. 

Webfleet Solutions asked 1200 transport fleet 

decision makers across Europe how they handle fuel 

costs and got the following answers:
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Some of the factors that drive up fuel costs

DRIVING BEHAVIOUR 

From unnecessary acceleration and 

deceleration to idling to harsh braking, there’s 

a long list of inefficient driving habits that can 

see your trucks consume more fuel than they 

should. 

TYRE ROLLING RESISTANCE

The more resistance your vehicle shows to 

movement, the more fuel it demands to be 

driven. So, a tyre with high rolling resistance will 

increase the quantity of fuel needed by your 

truck. 

TYRE PRESSURE

Slow leaks in tyre pressure or poorly maintained 

tyre pressure add up over time to increase fuel 

consumption. In fact, based on tests carried out 

by Bridgestone, a three bar reduction – from 

nine to six bar – leads to an increase in rolling 

resistance coefficient (RRC) between 8% and 

17% depending on the specification of the tyre. 

MILEAGE

Unnecessary kilometres driven translate to 

unnecessary fuel consumed. Inefficient route 

planning and unexpected traffic don’t just lead 

to a less efficient workflow. They also drive up 

your fuel costs. 
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How mobility 
solutions can 
help
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At Bridgestone and Webfleet Solutions, we are 

dedicated to developing mobility solutions that 

address the concerns of a planet in rapid motion. 

Together, we offer a range of hardware, software, 

products and solutions that can help you decrease 

your costs. 

By choosing the right combination for your fleet, you 

can ensure that, at every step of your journey, you are 

efficiently bringing down your overall spend. 

For your vehicle

Choose tyres that optimise 
cost effectiveness
Having the right tyre on your vehicle can make 

all the difference when it comes to reducing cost. 

For example, the rolling resistance and mileage 

performance of the Bridgestone Duravis R002 

delivers a fuel saving potential of up to 5% compared 

to the previous generation.i

Even more fuel can be saved with the Bridgestone 

Ecopia H002, long haul tyres featuring A grade rolling 

resistance on every axle position. Given that one 

label grade corresponds to 5% fuel saving potentialii, 

Ecopia tyres  can bring savings that exceed the actual 

tyre costs.

From the sustainability perspective, approximately 4.5 

tonnes of CO2iii are saved annually by changing the 

tyre policy to one lower rolling resistance coefficient 

(RRC) grade on all wheel positions.

https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/duravis/
https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/duravis/
https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/duravis/
https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/duravis/
https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/ecopia/
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Utilise telematics data to 
get the ideal tyre

Increase your tyre lifetime 
with retreads

Retreading your existing tyres with a solution like 

Bandag rather than replacing them, is a safe and 

effective way to lower your overall costs. 

Also, Bandag retreads use 1/3 of the raw materials 

required to manufacture new tyres and the process 

produces 80% less carbon emissions, according to 

Bridgestone process data. This adds up to a

less wasteful, more sustainable approach to tyre 

replacement.

Using the WEBFLEET fleet management solution it is 

possible to track data related to the routes you drive 

and the stops your vehicles make. This data can then 

be analysed to help decide upon the most suitable 

tyre for a given vehicle in your fleet.  

For example, a vehicle that drives on regional roads 

more than 30% of the time and makes either less 

than 250km/trip or three or more deliveries per day, 

would be best fitted with DURAVIS tyres. If a vehicle 

drives on motorways more than 90% of the time and 

makes either more than 500km/trip or less than three 

deliveries per day, then ECOPIA tyres would be more 

suitable.

https://www.bandag.eu/
https://www.bandag.eu/
https://www.bandag.eu/
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Take a holistic approach 
to tyre care

Optimise  
your maintenance  
with vehicle data

With WEBFLEET, you can set maintenance tasks 

based on real-time mileage information rather than 

a set period of time.  Also, vehicle diagnostic and 

engine trouble codes are sent instantly to the fleet 

manager.

This means you can take action in a controlled way to 

solve issues before they develop into serious, costly 

problems. A maintenance tasks is automatically 

scheduled as soon as a vehicle reports a trouble code. 

All of this helps avoid repairs, vehicle downtime and 

administrative distractions.

Bridgestone’s Total Tyre Care is a comprehensive, 

all-in tyre management solution that factors in the 

unique requirements of your fleet. It builds the perfect 

solution for you based around three main activities 

- monitor, maintain and manage - to maximise 

convenience and transparency, while reducing total 

cost of ownership. 

Total Tyre Care creates a detailed profile of your 

fleet and identifies the areas where you can make 

a potential saving before recommending the best 

products to optimise fuel efficiency and cost per 

kilometre. It also creates the ideal maintenance policy 

for your vehicle types, with bespoke service level 

agreements, reducing risk across the lifetime of your 

tyres, improving uptime and simplifying maintenance. 

The Tirematics solution connects your tyres with 

the responsible maintenance provider, tracking 

tyre pressure and taking measures before real 

problems arise. When a tyre breakdown does occur, 

Bridgestone’s Service Europe can help in your local 

language, 24/7, all over Europe.

https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/products/webfleet/features/vehicle-maintenance/
https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/total-tyre-care
https://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/fleet-care/
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For your drivers

Encourage more 
cost-effective driving

WEBFLEET gives you access to a range of data 

points, creating complete visibility over how your 

drivers perform behind the wheel. The OptiDrive 360 

approach provides valuable insights across eight key 

areas: speeding, driving events, idling, fuel, constant 

speed, coasting, green speed and gear shift.

Meanwhile, Webfleet Solutions’ range of 

PRO Driver Terminals provides in-vehicle feedback 

and advice direct to the driver, supporting them to 

avoid wasteful habits. 

Ensure cruise control is 
engaged when possible

In WEBFLEET, your map interface highlights the 

part of a journey where drivers have engaged cruise 

control in green.iv

You can then identify which drivers require additional 

training and encouragement to use this function more 

frequently to limit needless fuel consumption.

Plan better routes, use 
less fuel

Even the best driver can end up using more fuel 

than is necessary if they are on the wrong route. 

The professional truck navigation of the PRO Driver 

Terminal series from Webfleet Solutions shows large 

vehicle drivers the most suitable routes for them, so 

there’s less chance of driving unnecessary kilometres. 

It also offers access to up-to-date traffic information 

to keep you out of traffic jams where idling can 

increase fuel consumption.

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/products/pro/
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Improve driver vehicle 
inspections with a simple 
checklist

Integrating with one of Webfleet Solutions’ official 

partners, you can make your drivers’ vehicle 

inspections simpler and more efficient. For example, 

CALIDUS VeHUB is a mobile application that allows 

you to complete VOSA-compliant daily vehicle checks 

on your PRO Driver Terminal. Drivers can record 

photos of defects, report accidents and scan trailers 

from the device. 

Another option is FleetCheck Driver. This application 

removes all the manual and paper elements from 

vehicle inspections, creating a simple, digital way 

of submitting fit to drive declarations and incident 

reports, and communicating and recording key 

inspection. By keeping inspections simple and 

efficient, you help prevent issues developing that 

could lead to costly downtime. 

https://integration.webfleet.com/solutionDetails/641/calidus-vehub
https://www.fleetcheck.co.uk/walkaround-check-app/
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For the fleet manager

Gain visibility over how 
you use fuel

Manually tracking fuel usage across your entire fleet 

is a time-consuming operation. A fleet management 

solution like WEBFLEET takes care of it for you. It 

allows you to monitor how fuel is being consumed in 

real-time and analyse historical fuel usage to improve 

going forward.  

Not only can you compare how fuel is used over 

time, but also spot exceptional events, trends and 

anomalies and use these insights to optimise fuel 

usage and operational costs.

Improve driving behaviour and lower insurance with 
integrated camera technologies 

Integrated technologies, such as in-cab cameras, can 

add even more value to your telematics. For example, 

while WEBFLEET will show you that a driver may have 

braked harshly, camera footage will reveal why they 

took that action and whether it was justified. 

This makes your vehicle and driver data even more 

valuable when it comes to encouraging more cost-

effective driving. It also helps you quickly settle 

disputed insurance claims after an incident or accident 

on the road, which can reduce insurance premiums. 

Plus, inward facing cameras can detect driver fatigue 

and distractions, reducing risk.
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Take advantage of the cost 
reduction possibilities of 
remote working

In many industries, businesses are now adapting to allow 

office staff greater flexibility to work remotely either full or 

part time. As well as lowering risk, this can also help lower 

staff costs, with less office space required. 

WEBFLEET is available on desktop, tablet and mobile and 

easily accessible from devices anywhere. So, regardless 

of where you’re based, you can still monitor vehicles and 

drivers, manage driving time compliance and communicate 

to support your drivers on the road. 
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Unquestionably, transport companies are facing unique 

and evolving challenges. And those challenges are directly 

impacting revenue. While the issue of managing cost is 

always key for any business, in any industry, changes to the 

way we live and work are changing the nature of cost for 

transport operators and emphasising the need to manage it 

effectively.

The positive news is that mobility solutions are evolving too – 

many of them specifically evolving to support fleet managers 

as they aim to limit their overall spending. The right measures 

will differ from company to company and vehicle to vehicle. 

It’s vital, however, that you find the right approach. How you 

manage fleet costs could be key to keeping your trucks on 

the road and your business moving forward. 

Conclusion
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i  Based on calculations with the VECTO tool (regional 

cycle) for a 4x2 tractor and 3 axle trailer combination 

with DURAVIS R002 315/80R22.5 steer and drive, 

and 385/65R22.5 trailer tyres compared with previous 

generation R-STEER 001, R-DRIVE 001, and R168 tyres 

with the same unit fitted and under same conditions.

ii  Based on calculations with the VECTO tool (long haul 

cycle) for a 4x2 tractor and 3 axle trailer combination 

with 315/70R22.5 steer and drive, and 385/55R22.5 

trailer tyres,  VECTO default settings (vehicle type, 

load, engine, transmission) and comparing steer, 

drive, trailer tyres with 1kg/t RRC difference on each 

position and with the same unit fitted and under same 

conditions (example used: 3.9 kg/t versus 4.9 kg/t).

iii  Fuel savings based on calculations with the VECTO 

tool (long haul cycle) for a 4x2 tractor and 3 axle trailer 

combination with 315/70R22.5 steer and drive, and 

385/55R22.5 trailer tyres, VECTO default settings 

(vehicle type, load, engine, transmission) and comparing 

steer, drive, trailer tyres with 1kg/t RRC difference on 

each position and with the same unit fitted and under 

same conditions (example used: 3.9 kg/t versus 4.9 kg/t). 

Annual mileage 100.000 km, base fuel consumption 33.5 

litre/100km, 1 liter diesel = 2.67 kg CO2.

iv  Cruise control engagement feature is applicable with 

LINK 7x0 vehicle tracking device. The data availability 

is subject to vehicle/model.

1  Capacity, Pricing and Technology: 2020 European 

Road Transportation Survey – Transporeon (2020)

2  Global Connected Truck Telematics Outlook – Frost & 

Sullivan (2020)

3  COVID-19 Impacts on the Road Transport Industry – 

IRU (2020)

4  HGV Drivers Failing to Carry Out Walkaround Checks 

Says Survey – Commercial Fleet (2020)

5 New IRU survey shows driver shortages to soar in 2021 

 – IRU (2021)

6  Re-evaluating the Total Cost of Truck Fleet Ownership 

– KPMG (2016)

7  Replace with: Gasoline 2005-2021 Data – Trading 

Economics (2021)
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